We examine how the new forthcoming Earth gravity models from the CHAMP and, especially, GRACE missions could improve the measurement of the general relativistic Lense-Thirring effect according to the various kinds of observables which could be adopted. In a very preliminary way, we use the recently released EIGEN2 CHAMP-only and GRACE01S GRACE-only Earth gravity models in order to assess the impact of the mismodelling in the even zonal harmonic coefficients of geopotential which represents one of the major sources of systematic errors in this kind of measurement.
Introduction
The post-Newtonian gravitomagnetic Lense-Thirring effect 1, 2, 3 , in the slow motion and weak field approximation of the General Theory of Relativity, consists of secular precessions of the longitude of the ascending node Ω and the argument of pericentre a ω of the orbit of a test particle freely falling in the gravitational field of a central spinning object of mass M and proper angular momentum J
where a, e and i are the semimajor axis, the eccentricity and the inclination, respectively, of the orbit of the test particle and G is the Newtonian gravitational constant; c is the speed of light in vacuum.
The LAGEOS-LAGEOS II Lense-Thirring experiment
The first attempts to measure such effect in the gravitational field of Earth are due to Ciufolini and coworkers which analysed the data of the orbits of the existing LAGEOS and LAGEOS II geodetic passive spherical satellites collected with the Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) technique 4 . The observable used is the following a In the original paper by Lense and Thirring the longitude of the pericentre ̟ = Ω + ω is used instead of ω.
combination 5 of the orbital residuals of the nodes of LAGEOS and LAGEOS II and the perigee of LAGEOS II
with The quantity µ LT is the solved-for least square parameter which is 0 in Newtonian mechanics and 1 in General Relativity. The gravitomagnetic signature is a linear trend with a slope of 60.2 milliarcseconds per year (mas yr −1 in the following). The claimed total accuracy is of the order of 20%-30%. In Table 1 we quote the orbital parameters of the existing or proposed LAGEOS-like satellites useful for general relativistic tests. The main sources of systematical errors in this experiment are
• the unavoidable aliasing effect due to the mismodelling in the classical secular precessions induced on Ω and ω by the even (ℓ = 2, 4, 6, ...) zonal (m = 0) coefficients b J ℓ of the multipolar expansion c of the terrestrial gravitational field
• the non-gravitational perturbations affecting especially the perigee of LA-GEOS II. Their impact on the proposed measurement is difficult to be reliably assessed It turns out that the mismodelled classical precessions due to the first two even zonal harmonics of the geopotential J 2 and J 4 are the most insidious source of error in the measurement of the Lense-Thirring effect with the nodes of LAGEOS and LAGEOS II and the perigee of LAGEOS II only. The combination of eq.(3) is insensitive just to J 2 and J 4 . According to the full covariance matrix of the EGM96 gravity model 6 , the error due to the remaining uncancelled even zonal harmonics amounts to almost 7 13%. However, if the correlations among the even b J ℓ ≡ −C ℓ0 , ℓ = 2, 4, 6, .... The unnormalized Stokes coefficients C ℓm of degree ℓ and order m can be obtained from the normalized Stokes coefficients C ℓm according to C ℓm = N ℓm C ℓm where
c It accounts for the oblateness of Earth generated by its diurnal rotation.
zonal harmonic coefficients are neglected and the variance matrix is used d , the error due to the even zonal harmonics of geopotential amounts to 7 46.6%. With this estimate the total error of the LAGEOS-LAGEOS II Lense-Thirring experiment would be of the order of 50%.
The supplementary orbital planes option
The originally proposed LARES mission 9 consists of the launch of a LAGEOS-type satellite-the LARES-with the same orbit of LAGEOS except for the inclination i of its orbit, which should be supplementary to that of LAGEOS, and the eccentricity e, which should be one order of magnitude larger. The choice of the particular value of the inclination for the LARES is motivated by the fact that in this way, by using as observable the sum of the nodes of LAGEOS and LARES
it should be possible to cancel out to a high degree of accuracy all the contributions of the even zonal harmonics of the geopotential, which depends on cos i, and add up the Lense-Thirring precessions which, instead, are independent of i. The systematic error due to the even zonal coefficients of geopotential would range from 10 0.8% to 4.6%, according to the variance matrix of EGM96.
Since the Lense-Thirring precession of the pericentre depends on cos i and the classical precessions due to the even zonal harmonics of geopotential depend on cos 2 i and odd powers of sin i, also the difference of the perigees 11, 12 ∆ω ≡ω S1 −ω S2 ,
of a pair of satellites with identical orbits in supplementary orbital planes could be used in order to measure the Lense-Thirring effect. It has been shown that for a pair of LAGEOS-like satellites S1 and S2 (see Table 1 ) the total error would not be less than 12 5%.
Other approaches
In order to cope with the problem of the impact of the unavoidable orbital injection errors in the inclination of LARES on the systematic error due to the even zonal harmonics of geopotential, the following observable has also been proposed 13
with
d Such approach is considered more realistic by some authors 8 because nothing assures that the correlations among the even zonal harmonics of the covariance matrix of the EGM96 model, which has been obtained during a multidecadal time span, would be the same during an arbitrary past or future time span of a few years as that used in the LAGEOS-LAGEOS II Lense-Thirring experiment or in the proposed LAGEOS-LARES mission.
It would also allow to neglect the problem of the correlations between the various even zonal coefficients of geopotential. Notice that it does not include the perigee of LAGEOS II. Another possible way to overcome the uncertainties related to the error budget evaluation due to the non-gravitational perturbations which affects the perigee of LAGEOS II by using the existing satellites is the following combination 14
The role of the various Earth gravity models
Here we wish to discuss the impact of the new, forthcoming Earth gravity models from the CHAMP 15 and GRACE 16 missions, which should greatly improve our knowledge of the terrestrial gravitational field, on the various observables used for the measurement of the Lense-Thirring effect. Very recently, the EIGEN2 17 and GRACE01S 18 models from the CHAMP and GRACE only data, respectively, have been released. Although very preliminary and lacking of reliable validation and calibration tests, they can be used in order to get an idea of which could the improvements in the Lense-Thirring tests be. In Table 2 we quote the sigmas of the normalized even zonal Stokes coefficients σ C ℓ0 for EGM96,EIGEN2 and GRACE01S.
It should be noted that J 2 is known much less accurately in GRACE01S than in EGM96 and EIGEN2.
Combinations with the existing or proposed geodetic satellites of LAGEOS-type
The classical secular precessions of the node and the perigee, for a given even zonal harmonic of degree ℓ, are proportional to R ℓ a −( 3+2ℓ 2 ) , where R is the Earth mean equatorial radius. Then, the relevant classical secular precessions of the node and the perigee of the LAGEOS satellites, due to their high altitude (see Table 1 ), are those induced just by the first few five-six even zonal harmonics of geopotential in the sense that the error in the Lense-Thirring measurement due to geopotential does not change if the even zonal harmonics of degree higher than ℓ = 10-12 are neglected in the calculations.
The full-range even zonal harmonics observables
Let us recall that the sum of the nodes ΣΩ of LAGEOS and LARES (and of S1 and S2), and the difference of the perigees ∆ω of S1 and S2 do not cancel any even zonal harmonic coefficients of geopotential. This implies that it is of the utmost importance that the new gravity models yield notable improvements especially for J 2 , J 4 and, to a lower extent, J 6 and J 8 which would affect such observables and which are the most relevant sources of systematic errors for the Lense-Thirring precessions of the nodes and the perigees of each satellite. This is also the case for the combination of eq.(9) which involves the node of LAGEOS and the node of LAGEOS II; it cancels out the first even zonal harmonic J 2 and is affected by the remaining J 4 , J 6 ,...
Let us consider the sum of the nodes of LAGEOS and LARES. By assuming an orbital injection error in i LARES up to 1 deg, it turns out that the variance matrix of EIGEN2 up to degree ℓ = 20 yields an error due to the even zonal harmonics of geopotential spanning from 0.2% to 1.6%. GRACE01S, instead, induces an error which range from 0.2% to 24%. Let us recall that the error due to EGM96 ranges from 0.8% to 4.6%. These numbers can be explained if we consider that for large departures from the condition of ideal supplementary orbital planes the contributions of all the even zonal harmonics-and, especially, those of lower degrees-affect the systematic error due to geopotential. From Table 2 it can be noticed that J 2 is far better known in EIGEN2 than in GRACE01S. An analysis of the contributions of the various even zonal harmonics in the building up of the systematic error due to geopotential shows that for departures of i LARES of 1 deg from its nominal value of Table 1 the most important role is played just by J 2 .
The combination of eq.(9) is affected by the uncancelled even zonal harmonics J 4 , J 6 ,... at a 104%, 22% and 21% level according to the variance matrices of EGM96, EIGEN2 and GRACE01S, respectively. The small difference between the EIGEN2 and GRACE01S results can be explained by noticing that J 2 does not affect eq.(9), the error in J 4 is slightly better in EIGEN2 than in GRACE01S and the accuracy of the GRACE01S determinations of J 6 , J 8 ,... is only slightly better than that of EIGEN2.
The partial-range even zonal harmonics observables
If, instead, we consider the suitably designed combinations of N orbital residuals of the LAGEOS satellites which cancel out the first N − 1 even zonal harmonics e the situation is different in the sense that the improvements of the remaining higher degree even zonal harmonics become relevant in order to reduce the systematic error due to the even zonal harmonics of geopotential which, for N > 3 is well below 1% also with EGM96.
Let us consider the currently used observable of eq.(3) which cancels out J 2 and J 4 . According to the variance matrices of EGM96, EIGEN2 and GRACE01S up to degree ℓ = 20 the systematic error due to the geopotential amounts to 45%, 9% and 2%, respectively. This shows the importance of reducing the uncertainties in J 6 and, to a lower extent, J 8 .
The combination of eq.(7) is affected by the remaining even zonal harmonics J 8 , J 10 ,... far less than 1%. Indeed, for a maximum orbital injection error in i LARES of 1 deg the systematic error due to geopotential amounts to 0.4%-0.5% according to the variance matrix of EGM96 up to degree ℓ = 20, to 0.07%-0.1% according to the variance matrix of EIGEN2 up to degree ℓ = 20 and to 0.007%-0.01% according to the variance matrix of GRACE01S up to degree ℓ = 20. This can be explained by noticing from Table 2 that the higher degree even zonal harmonics are far better determined in GRACE01S than in the other Earth gravity models.
Combinations with the other existing geodetic satellites
In principle, a very appealing possibility would be the use of combinations which include also the orbital elements of the other existing geodetic satellites like Ajisai, Starlette, Stella, WESTPAC1, ETALON1, ETALON2, apart from those of LA-GEOS and LAGEOS II; this option has been studied in some previous works 19 . In Table 3 the orbital elements of the other existing SLR satellites are reported. For example, one might think about some combinations including only the nodes of the LAGEOS satellites and of some of the other geodetic SLR satellites. Unfortunately, it turns out that this way is unpracticable because the other satellites orbit at lower altitudes than LAGEOS and LAGEOS II (see Table 3 ), so that they are sensitive to much more even zonal harmonics, especially Starlette, Stella and WESTPAC1. Also EIGEN2 and GRACE01S do not alter this situation in a significative way. Indeed, it turns out that, while the systematic error due to the even zonal harmonics of geopotential of a combination which includes the nodes of LAGEOS and LAGEOS II, the perigee of LAGEOS II and the node of Ajisai is sensitive only to the harmonics up to degree ℓ = 14, according to the variance matrix of GRACE01S, for another combination similar to the previous one, with the node of Starlette instead of the perigee of LAGEOS II, the error induced by geopotential is sensitive well up to degrees ℓ = 40-50. Moreover, the calculation of the classical secular nodal precessions for degrees as high as ℓ = 40 is rather unreliable because of instabilities of the numerical results. In conclusion, also with the new forthcoming Earth gravity models is unlikely that the combinations involving the orbital elements of the other existing geodetic satellites as well will represent a real alternative to those which use only the existing or proposed LAGEOS satellites.
Conclusions
The choice of the optimal observable for measuring the Lense-Thirring effect is dictated by the need of getting a compromise among the reduction of the gravitational systematic error due to geopotential, the non-gravitational systematic error induced by the perturbations affecting especially the perigees of the geodetic SLR satellites and the reliability of the SLR data of the satellites orbits. In regard to those requirements, it turns out that even with the new, forthcoming Earth gravity models the multisatellite approach involving the orbital elements of the existing SLR satellites other than the LAGEOS ones should not be competitive with the observables built up only with the LAGEOS-type satellites.
Among them, notice that the total accuracy obtainable with the originally proposed combination by Ciufolini, which involves the nodes of both LAGEOS and LA-GEOS II and the perigee of LAGEOS II, strongly depends on the correct evaluation of the impact of the non-gravitational perturbations on the perigee of LAGEOS II because it is arguable that the error due to geopotential could be reduced to 1% or less. On the contrary, for the combination proposed by Iorio, which involves the nodes of LAGEOS and LAGEOS II, the improvements in the Earth gravity field even zonal coefficients, especially J 4 , J 6 , J 8 , will be of crucial importance in reducing the total error down to a few percent level because the impact of the non-gravitational perturbations on the error budget is quite negligible.
For the observables involving the proposed LARES, the multisatellite combination including also the elements of LAGEOS and LAGEOS II would not require any particular improvements in the knowledge of the higher degree even zonal harmonics of geopotential because the systematic error induced by them, according to the present-day level of knowledge of the terrestrial gravitational field, would be sufficiently small.
